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We perform first-principles calculations based on density-functional theory to investigate the role of inter-
faces in superhard nanocomposites. A prerequisite is clearly knowledge of the detailed atomic structure, which
is addressed in the present paper. In particular, we study the relative stability of TiN�111� /SixNy/TiN�111�
interfaces, which form in the highly thermally stable nc-TiN/a-SixNy nanocomposites. For nitrogen-rich con-
ditions, the most favorable configurations involve very thin layers of Si, which are purely nitrogen coordinated
and tetrahedrally bonded. For increasingly nitrogen-poor conditions, interfaces involving Ti-Si-N, and pre-
dominantly octahedral Ti-Si-Ti, bonding are preferred. The atomic geometry and associated electronic struc-
ture are discussed for these interfaces, as well as properties of the bulk �, �, and � phases of Si3N4, TiN, and
TiSi2.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Titanium nitride is an important early transition metal ni-
tride known for its extreme and desirable physical properties
of hardness, high-melting point, and high resistance to
corrosion.1,2 The exceptional hardness affords the use of TiN
as a high-performance coating material for cutting tools.
Similarly, owing to its outstanding mechanical properties,
silicon nitride plays a prominent role as a ceramic with high
strength, hardness, and resistance to corrosion, and has found
industrial applications as a high-temperature-resistant
material.3 In addition, it is an important material in micro-
electronics due to its high resistivity, higher dielectric con-
stant compared to silicon dioxide, and as mentioned above,
mechanical strength and chemical inertness.4 Recently, a new
concept for the design of novel superhard coatings has com-
bined these two compounds.5 The approach apparently ex-
ploits the natural formation, through spinodal decomposition,
of an strong interface between titanium nitride nanocrystal-
lites �nc� and amorphous �a� silicon nitride regions. The in-
terfaces are thought to prevent grain boundary sliding and
dislocation propagation and, thus, contribute to the found
significant enhancement in the hardness as compared to the
pure constituents. The nanocomposite, so-called nc-TiN/a
-Si3N4, is reported to exhibit a hardness maximum when
prepared with only a very thin film of silicon nitride
�0.3–0.5 nm� between the TiN nanocrystallites, which are of
the order of 3–4 nm.5 In particular, the reported Vicker’s
hardness5 of 50 GPa is significantly higher than that of TiN
�18 GPa� or Si3N4 �33 GPa, � phase; 30 GPa, � phase6�
alone.7 On this basis, a series of ternary and quaternary su-
perhard nanocomposites have been prepared, e.g., nc
-TiN/a-BN and nc-TiN/a-TiBx /a-BN with reported hard-
nesses in the range of 45–50 GPa,8 while the hardness of
nc-TiN/a-Si3N4/a- and nc-TiSi2 was reported to reach
80–105 GPa.9 Importantly, the superhard nanocomposite
coatings, consisting of a transition metal nitride and a non-
metallic nitride, remain stable in terms of their nanostructure
and superhardness up to temperatures exceeding 1100 °C.10

This is in contrast to other superhard films prepared using
energetic ion bombardment or epitaxial stabilization of meta-
stable multilayers, which often exhibit a loss in hardness at
considerably lower temperatures.11

Recently, there has been some controversy regarding the
reported hardnesses of these above-mentioned nanocompos-
ite systems, where there has been some difficulty reproduc-
ing the values quoted above.12 The reason for this has been
attributed to either oxygen contamination and/or because a
too low temperature or a too low nitrogen pressure was used
during the deposition,13,14 which prevents the formation of
the “correct” interface structure. The significant hardness en-
hancement of the nanocomposite nc-TiN/a-Si3N4 is sup-
ported by recent studies of nanostructured multilayer films
consisting of TiN and SiNx. In particular, Söderberg et al.15

reported a maximum hardness enhancement of about 33 GPa
when the thickness of the SiNx interlayer was 0.3 nm and the
TiN thickness 4.5 nm. Also, Chen et al.16 reported a hardness
of in excess of 45 GPa for a TiN layer thickness of 2.0 nm
and a SiNx thickness of 0.5 nm. A similar trend has been
reported by Hu et al.17 In these three studies, it was reported
that the SiNx interface structure forms epitaxially on TiN.

In order to gain insight into understanding the reason for
the hardness enhancement in such nanocomposites, it is nec-
essary to first have knowledge of the atomic structure of the
interface between the nanocrystalline and amorphous struc-
tures. It is the aim of the present paper to investigate this
aspect for the nc-TiN/a-Si3N4 system, as well as to deter-
mine the associated physical and electronic properties
through density-functional theory �DFT� calculations.

Quantitative experimental information concerning the in-
terfaces of nc-TiN/a-Si3N4 nanocomposites include high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy �HRTEM�
studies,18 which show that the main crystallographic orienta-
tion relationship is �0001� Si3N4 � �110� TiN with

�101̄0� Si3N4 � �11̄1� TiN. Also, x-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy �XPS� results9 indicate that the Si atoms in nc
-TiN/a-Si3N4 nanocomposites are bonded only to N atoms,
on the basis that the binding energy of the Si-2p state corre-
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sponds very closely to that which it has in bulk �-Si3N4. The
�111� lattice planes of TiN are polar, terminated by either

nitrogen or titanium atoms; similarly, the �101̄0� lattice
planes of �- and �-Si3N4 are polar containing either nitrogen
or silicon atoms. Therefore, in the interface, it is conceivable
that nitrogen atoms are shared between silicon nitride and
titanium nitride.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II we ex-
plain our calculation method and in Sec. III the bulk proper-
ties of TiN, TiSi2, and �-, �-, and �-Si3N4 are described. The
atomic geometry, formation energy, and electronic structure
of the interface structures are presented in Sec. IV, and the
conclusion is given in Sec. V.

II. CALCULATION METHOD

All the DFT calculations are performed using the DMol3

program19,20 with the generalized gradient approximation
�GGA�21 for the exchange-correlation functional. In DMol3,
the wave functions are expanded in terms of accurate nu-
merical basis-sets. We use the double-numeric quality basis-
set with polarization functions �DNP� and pseudopotentials,
which include scalar relativistic corrections �VPSR�. Conver-
gence tests show that an atomic cutoff radius of 9 Bohr is
sufficient �see below�. The particular k-point sampling and
supercells employed are described for the individual systems
below.

To determine the equilibrium structure of bulk silicon ni-
tride, titanium nitride, and titanium disilicide, we use the
Murnaghan equation of state.22 For the bulk �-, �-, and �
-Si3N4 phases, we fully optimize the internal coordinates of
the atoms to minimize the total energy. For the
TiN�111� /SixNy/TiN�111� interface structures described in
Section IV A, all atoms are allowed to move without any
constraints. After relaxation, the remaining forces on the at-
oms are �0.01 eV/Å.

The heat of formation of the bulk materials ��-, �-, �
-Si3N4, TiN, and TiSi2� is calculated as

�Hf = Etot − �
i

niEi, �1�

where Etot is the total energy of the bulk phase with ni atoms
of species i, and Ei is the total energy of a bulk Si or Ti atom,
or half the energy of an N2 molecule for i=Si,Ti and N,
respectively. For calculating the total energy �including spin-
polarization� of N2 and the free Si atom �as required below in
evaluating the adsorption energy�, we use the molecular
DMol code.

The surface energy � is calculated as

� = 1/2	Etot
slab − �

j

njEj
 , �2�

where Etot
slab is the total energy of the slab used to model the

surface, and nj and Ej are the number of units of TiN in the
slab, and the corresponding total energy, respectively. For a
polar surface, the surface energy will be the average of the
two differently terminated surfaces of the slab.

The interfacial formation energy Ef is an important quan-
tity that is affected by local chemical bonding and strain

effects due to lattice mismatch. To evaluate the relative sta-
bilities of the various interface structures, we calculate Ef as

Ef��Si,�N,�Ti� =
�Etot

int − Eslab
TiN − n�N − m�Si − l�Ti�

S
, �3�

where Etot
int and Eslab

TiN are the total energies of the interfacial
system under consideration and a 20-layer TiN�111� slab
with interface area S; �N, �Si and �Ti are the nitrogen, sili-
con, and titanium atom chemical potentials, and n, m, and l
are the number of N, Si, or Ti atoms that are added to the
TiN slab in order to create the interface of interest. The in-
terface �i.e., the SixNy �or SiTi� layer�s�� is located in the
center of the 20-layer TiN�111� slab, which is surrounded by
a vacuum region of 20 Å. Here “one layer” means a pure N
or Ti layer, not a “double” �TiN� layer; thus, there are 20
atoms in the “�1	1� 20-layer TiN�111� slab.”

To help make contact with experimental conditions, we
consider Ef for so-called nitrogen-rich and nitrogen-poor �or
Ti-rich� conditions. For the former, it means in Eq. �3� we
use �N= 1

2EN2
�half the total energy of the N2 molecule� and

for the latter we use �Ti=ETi
bulk, which is the total energy of a

bulk hcp Ti atom. We assume that in equilibrium, �TiN
=�Ti+�N, where �TiN is the chemical potential of bulk rock-
salt TiN. For N-rich conditions, we then have �Ti=ETiN

− 1
2EN2

, and similarly, for N-poor conditions we have �N

=ETiN−ETi
bulk. For the Si atom chemical potential, �Si, under

nitrogen-rich conditions, we assume an upper limit deter-
mined by bulk �-Si3N4, that is �Si3N4

=3�Si+4�N, where
�Si3N4

is the chemical potential of bulk �-Si3N4. Then we
have �Si=

1
3 �Etot

Si3N4 −2Etot
N2�, where Etot

Si3N4 is the total energy of
a bulk unit of �-Si3N4. For N-poor conditions, we assume an
upper limit of the Si chemical potential determined by bulk
TiSi2, that is �TiSi2

=�Ti+2�Si, where �TiSi2
is the chemical

potential of bulk TiSi2. Then we have �Si=
1
2 �Etot

TiSi2 −ETi
bulk�

where Etot
TiSi2 is the total energy of a bulk unit of TiSi2. This is

explained in more detail in Sec. IV B.

III. BULK PROPERTIES

A. �-, �-, and �-Si3N4

There are four kinds of experimentally reported crystal-
line Si3N4 phases that have relatively complex atomic con-
figurations. The structure of the � phase, with space group
P31c, is a trigonal system containing 28 atoms per unit cell
with the c axis about twice that of the � phase. All N atoms
lie out of the plane of their three Si neighbors, and all Si
atoms are fourfold coordinated to nitrogen. The structure of
�-Si3N4 is hexagonal with 14 atoms per unit cell with P63/m
symmetry.23 In this structure, all Si atoms surrounded by
nitrogen are fourfold coordinated at the center of a distorted
tetrahedron, which is the 6h site. While all nitrogen atoms
are threefold coordinated, the nitrogen atoms in the 2c site
are in a planar geometry with respect to the three nearest
silicon atoms, and the nitrogen atoms in the 6h site lie out of
the plane of the nearest Si atoms. Another � phase, without
mirror symmetry in the space group of P63, has also been
experimentally reported.24 Investigations of the relative sta-
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bility of the two kinds of � phases using the pseudopotential
plane-wave method25 suggest an opposite conclusion to what
was derived by the orthogonalized linear combination of
atomic orbitals �OLCAO� method,26 and show that the
P63/m structure is naturally recovered through relaxation
from the P63 initial configuration. In fact, the structures of
these two � phases are quite similar with only slight differ-
ences in the z coordinates of the N atoms. In the present
work, we only consider the P63/m phase. The structure of
the � phase of Si3N4 is isomorphic to the mineral spinel
MgAl2O4 with 14 atoms in the unit cell.27,28 It is cubic with

space group Fd3̄m. The Si atoms in the 8a site are tetrahe-
drally bonded to N atoms, and the remaining Si atoms in the
16d sites are octahedrally coordinated to six nitrogen atoms.
All nitrogen atoms are equivalent in the 32e site with one Si
neighbor in the 8a site and the other three Si neighbors re-
siding in the 16d site. The atomic geometry of all three struc-
tures are shown in Fig. 1.

In calculating the equilibrium atomic structures of �-, �-,
and �-Si3N4, we use Monkhorst-Pack33 meshes of �2	2
	4�, �2	2	6�, and �4	4	4�, yielding 6, 8, and 8
k-points in the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone �IBZ�,
respectively. Increasing the mesh for �-Si3N4 to �4	4	6�
�12 k-points in the IBZ�, changes the total energy by only
0.0013 eV per atom. We use a cutoff radius of 9 Bohr for all
three bulk phases. Increasing this to 10 Bohr for the �
-Si3N4 phase changes the total energy by only 0.001 eV per
atom and alters the equilibrium lattice constant by only
0.005 Å. Similar small changes are found for increasing the
number of k-points and cutoff radii for the other two phases.
The calculated atomic structure and bulk moduli of the three
Si3N4 phases are listed in Table I, where we compare to
experimental results and to other ab initio calculations. It can
be seen that there is excellent agreement of the lattice con-
stants of the three phases with experiment, with the largest
deviation being 0.5% for the � phase. From fitting the total
energy vs volume curve to the Murnaghan equation of state
as shown in Fig. 2, we obtain the bulk moduli of 242, 273,

and 304 GPa for the �, �, and � phases, respectively. The
results for the bulk moduli are in very good agreement with
available experimental and theoretical results. The heat of
formation of the three Si3N4 phases are calculated to be
−7.794, −7.814, and −7.158 eV per Si3N4 unit for the �, �,
and � phases, respectively. They are very close to the experi-
mental value of −7.702 eV per �-Si3N4 unit as reported in
Ref. 34, but somewhat lower than the experimental values of
−8.60±0.04 eV and −8.58±0.03 eV for the � and � phases,
as reported in Ref. 35. Other experimental values in the lit-
erature apparently range from −6.44±0.83 eV to
−8.73±0.03 eV and the difference between the � and �
phases vary from negligible to 0.31 eV.36 Thus, there is some
uncertainty regarding the precise experimental values. Our
calculations find the � phase slightly higher in energy than
the � phase, but by only 0.02 eV per formula unit. Since the
structure and bonding are very similar in the � and � phases,
the small difference is not surprising. The corresponding
value of 0.217 eV per formula unit, as reported by the OL-
CAO calculations,26 is notably larger than our results. The �
phase is calculated to be considerably higher in energy than
the � or � phases, by nearly 0.66 eV per formula unit, can be
compared to the value of �1 eV as obtained from the first-
principles calculations reported in Ref. 27.

B. Rocksalt TiN

For calculation of the physical properties of bulk rock-salt
TiN we use a cutoff radius of 9 Bohr and a Monkhorst-Pack
k-point mesh of �8	8	8�, yielding 29 k points in the IBZ.
We obtain a lattice constant of 4.259 Å, which is very close
to the experimental result of 4.24 Å44 and to the result ob-
tained by the full-potential linear augmented plane wave
�FLAPW� method of 4.26 Å.45 Increasing the cutoff radius
to 10 Bohr changes the total energy by only 0.007 eV per
atom, and the equilibrium lattice constant by 0.004 Å. With a
finer k-point mesh of �9	9	9� �producing 35 k points in
the IBZ�, the total energy changes by only 0.017 eV. The
heat of formation is calculated to be 3.43 eV per TiN unit,
which is very close to the experimentally reported value of
3.46 eV,34 and to the FLAPW-GGA result of 3.56 eV.45

We also calculate the surface energy of the low-index TiN
surfaces, namely, �111�, �100�, and �110�, where we used 8,
9, and 8 layers, respectively. The k-point sampling was car-
ried out using Monkhorst-Pack meshes of �6	6	1� �11 k
points in the IBZ�, �6	6	1� �10 k points in the IBZ�, and
�8	8	1� �21 k points in the IBZ�, respectively for the
�111�, �100�, and �110� surfaces. We found that when increas-
ing the number of layers from 8 to 10 for TiN�111�, the
surface energy of the unrelaxed and relaxed TiN�111� sur-
faces changed by only 6	10−5 eV/Å2 and 4	10−4 eV/Å2,
respectively. For the �110� surface, increasing the slab thick-
ness from 8 to 10 layers changed the relaxed surface energy
by only 0.001 eV/Å2. The surface energies are listed in
Table II, where we compare to other DFT-GGA results. As
can be seen, the greatest deviation occurs for the �111� sur-
face where the values reported in Ref. 47 are notably higher
than those of Ref. 46 and the present work. The �100� surface

FIG. 1. �Color online� Atomic structure of �a� �-Si3N4�P31c�,
�b� �-Si3N4 �P63/m�, and �c� �-Si3N4 �Fd3̄m�. The dashed lines
indicate the unit cells. Various atomic planes are indicated by the
arrows, where the planes lie parallel to the direction of the arrows,
and are perpendicular to page. �The z direction is perpendicular to
the page.� Large gray and small black circles represent Si and N
atoms, respectively.
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has the lowest energy followed by �110�, and TiN�111� has
the highest surface energy.

The interlayer spacings of the N- and Ti-terminated
TiN�111� surfaces are shown in Table III. In good agreement
with Marlo’s results �also shown�,47 the strongest relaxations
are found for the N-terminated surface, where the first inter-
layer spacing contracts by 36%. This is considerably larger
than that of the Ti-terminated surface, which contracts by
12%. The second interlayer spacing is significantly expanded
�by 23%� for the N-terminated surface, while only slightly
expanded �1.8%� for the Ti-terminated surface. For interlayer

spacings further from the surfaces the distance between the
layers approaches the bulk value.

C. Bulk TiSi2

Titanium disilicide is also relevant for the present study;
as mentioned above, it is the phase from which we determine
the silicon chemical potential under N-poor conditions. Tita-
nium disilicide forms a base-centered orthorhombic c49
�Cmcm space group� phase, which has a high resistivity, and
a fcc-centered orthorhombic c54 �Fddd space group� phase,

TABLE I. Lattice constants, a and c, atomic positions relative to the magnitude of the unit cell vectors,
and bulk moduli, B0, for the �-, �-, and �-Si3N4 phases as obtained in the present work, from experiment,
and by other ab initio calculations.

� This work Experiment Other ab initio calculations

a �Å� 7.804 7.766a 7.792b

c �Å� 5.649 5.615a 5.614b

Si1 �6c� 0.5118, 0.4291, 0.660 0.5130, 0.4305, 0.6580a 0.511, 0.4283, 0.6542b

Si2 �6c� 0.1675, 0.9139, 0.4532 0.168, 0.915, 0.4504a 0.1634, 0.9123, 0.4513b

N1 �6c� 0.6104, 0.9545, 0.4333 0.6124, 0.9592, 0.4343a 0.6149, 0.9621, 0.4387b

N2 �6c� 0.3197, 0.00545, 0.7014 0.3199, 0.0046, 0.7045a 0.3264, 0.0262, 0.6903b

N3 �2a� 0.0, 0.0, 0.4538 -, -,0.4520a -, -, 0.4312b

N4 �2b� 1/3, 2/3, 0.1047 -, -, 0.1015a -, -, 0.1398b

B0 �GPa� 242 228c; 248d 257b; 227e

�

a �Å� 7.652 7.607f 7.622b; 7.562g; 7.61h

c �Å� 2.927 2.911f 2.910b; 2.893g;2.91h

Si �6h� 0.1738, 0.7678, 0.25 0.174, 0.766, -f 0.1723, 0.7645, -b; 0.1741,0.7677,0.25g

N1�2c� 1/3, 2/3, 0.25

N2 �6h� 0.329, 0.030, 0.25 0.321, 0.025, -f 0.3341,0.025 -b; 0.3302,0.0298,0.25g

B0 �GPa� 273 258i; 273j 274b; 249e

�

a �Å� 7.783 7.76e; 7.738k 7.836l; 7.846m

Si1 �8a� 1/8, 1/8, 1/8 1/8, 1/8, 1/8ek

Si2 �16d� 1/2, 1/2, 1/2 1/2, 1/2, 1/2ek

N �32e� 0.2576, 0.2576, 0.2576 �x ,x ,x�; x=0.25+
, 
�0.0125e x=0.3843l; x=0.2576m

0.25968, 0.25968, 0.25968k

B0 �GPa� 304 290n 280b; 300e

aReference 37.
bReference 26. Orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals �OLCAO�.
cReference 29.
dReference 30.
eReference 27.
fReference 40.
gReference 38. Norm-conserving pseudopotential plane wave DFT-LDA.
hReference 39. Hartree-Fock linear combination of atomic orbitals �HF-LCAO�.
iReference 31.
jReference 32.
kReference 28.
lReference 41. Orthogonalized linear combination of atomic orbitals �OLCAO�.
mReference 42. Gaussian-type basis sets DFT-GGA.
nReference 43.
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which has low resistivity.48 Both structures have six atoms in
the unit cell. In determining the total energy for a bulk unit
of TiSi2, we fix the a /b ratio for the c49 phase and the a /c
ratio for the c54 phase and optimize the volume, relaxing all
internal parameters. We use a cutoff radius of 9 Bohr, and
k-point meshes of �6	6	4� �39 k points in the IBZ� and
�4	4	4� �18 k points in the IBZ� for the c49 and c54
phases, respectively. The calculated �experimental� lattice
constants for the c49 phase are a=3.571 Å, b=13.573 Å, c
=3.556 Å �a=3.62 Å, b=13.76 Å, c=3.60 Å�. For the c54
phase, the corresponding values are a=8.270 Å, b
=4.801 Å, c=8.553 Å �a=8.269 Å, b=4.798 Å, c
=8.553 Å�.

IV. INTERFACE STRUCTURE

A. Atomic configuration

Before we begin the detailed study of the
TiN�111� /SixNy/TiN�111� interfaces, we consider the ad-
sorption properties of a single Si atom on the N-terminated
TiN�111� surface with �1	1� periodicity in order to check
the convergence with respect to the thickness of TiN slab.
There are four high-symmetry sites on the TiN�111� surface
on which Si could bond. As can be seen in Figs. 3�a� and
3�b�, Si atoms could occupy the site on top of N atoms or on
the bridge site between two N atoms. Also, there are two
kinds of hollow sites. The difference between them is related
to the Ti atoms in the second layer: in one case, which we

will call the hcp-hollow site, there is a Ti atom in the second
layer directly below the Si atom �Fig. 3�c��. The other hollow
site, which we call “fcc-hollow,” is shown in Fig. 3�d�. Here
there are no Ti atoms in the second layer directly below the
Si atoms. The adsorption energy is calculated as Ea= 1

2 �Esys
tot

−ETiN
surf −2ESi

atom�, where Esys
tot and ETiN

surf are the total energies of
the adsorption system and the clean TiN�111� slab, respec-
tively. ESi

atom is total energy of a free Si atom. The factors 1
2

and 2 arise due to adsorption of Si on both sides of the slab.
For these calculations, we use a large 20 Å vacuum region
and a �6	6	1� Monkhorst-Pack grid of special k points for
integration in reciprocal space, leading to seven k points in
the surface IBZ. We performed calculations using 7, 9, and
11 TiN layers, with Si atoms in the fcc-hollow site, on each
side of the slab. The resulting adsorption energies are
−4.131, −4.2284, and −4.192 eV, respectively, implying the
calculations are converged to about 0.037 eV for nine layers.
Using nine TiN layers, calculations for Si in the hcp-hollow
site show that this is less favorable compared to the fcc-
hollow site by 0.016 eV. Adsorption of the Si atom in the

FIG. 2. �Color online� Total energy vs volume for the �-, �-,
and �-Si3N4 crystal structures.

TABLE II. Calculated surface energies, � �in electron volts per square angstrom�, for the relaxed and
unrelaxed TiN surfaces. Values in parenthesis are given in electron volts per respective �1	1� TiN surface
unit cell.

Relaxed Unrelaxed

Surface Present Ref. 46 Ref. 47 Present Ref. 46 Ref. 47

�111� 0.214 �2.377� 0.226 �2.510� 0.307 �3.410� 0.309 �3.432� 0.311 �3.455� 0.338 �3.754�
�100� 0.087 �0.789� 0.086 �0.780� 0.080 �0.726� 0.105 �0.952� 0.105 �0.952� 0.109 �0.989�
�110� 0.174 �2.232� 0.177 �2.270� 0.178 �2.283� 0.197 �2.527� 0.197 �2.527� 0.195 �2.501�

FIG. 3. �Color online� Side �i� and top �ii� view of four high-
symmetry adsorption sites for Si on the N-terminated �1	1�
-TiN�111� surface: �a� the top site, �b� bridge site, �c� hcp-hollow
site, �d� fcc-hollow site. Small dark circles represent nitrogen, gray
circles Ti, and white circles, Si.
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bridge site is −4.225 eV, which is only 0.003 eV less favor-
able than the fcc-hollow site. Thus, the adsorption energies
of all these three sites are practically degenerate. The most
favorable site by far is for Si in the top site where the ad-
sorption energy is −4.83 eV. A Mulliken analysis shows that
the Si atom, when in the top site, has a significantly smaller
�positive� electron charge density compared to when in the
alternative sites, namely, 0.23 vs �0.5–0.6. Correspond-
ingly, the position of the Si-2p level is higher in energy �less
negative� by �1 eV as compared to the other sites, reflecting
the more negative electronic environment. The Si-N
bondlength is also significantly shorter �1.76 Å vs
2.09–2.05 Å�. Furthermore, the large contraction of the
N-terminated TiN�111� surface is significantly reversed for
the bridge, hcp-, and fcc-hollow sites and now expands by
12.8, 28.0, and 28.5%, respectively, indicating a notably re-
duced interaction with the Ti atoms below, and hence, the
similar adsorption energies. On the other hand for Si in the
top site, the first N-Ti layer distance is still notably con-
tracted, namely, by 11.8%, indicating a greater interaction
with the underlying Ti atoms. These features suggest that the
Si-N bond for Si in the top site has a smaller ionic and a
greater covalent character. This is supported by the partial
density of states �PDOS� of the Si atoms and the N atoms to
which they bond for the various sites. From Fig. 4, it can be
seen that the PDOS look similar for the hollow and bridge
�or edge� sites, but there is a greater hybridization of Si s and
p states with N-p states for the case of Si binding on top of
the N atoms.

Based on the convergence checks described above, we
choose to use ten layers of TiN�111� in creating the
TiN�111� /SixNy/TiN�111� interfaces, i.e., ten-layer-TiN
slabs on each side of the SixNy region.

1. Simple „1Ã1… interfaces

We initially consider simple �1	1�-Si interface structures
sandwiched between two ten-layer TiN�111� slabs, sur-
rounded by a vacuum region 20 Å thick. In these structures,
the lateral unit cell distance is 3.01 Å. This is 28% larger
than the nearest-neighbor distance in bulk Si, which is
2.35 Å. Because of the polar nature of the TiN�111� plane
and because we use an even number of layers in the upper
and lower TiN slabs, on the interface side of the upper slab
there are Ti atoms and on the interface side of the lower slab

there are N atoms. We consider three types of simple inter-
faces consisting of: �i� a pure Si layer, �ii� a SiN layer, and
�iii� a TiSi layer. This gives rise to N-Si-Ti, N-Si-N, and
Ti-Si-Ti bonding environments, respectively. There are four
possible positions for the interface layers relative to the N
atoms of the lower slab, namely, top, bridge, hcp-hollow, and
fcc-hollow site �cf. Fig. 3�. Similarly, there are also four
possible sites relative to the Ti-atoms of the upper slab. This
gives a total of 16 structures to consider. We label them
according to the interface-layers type �Si, SiN, TiSi�, and
according to the atomic positions of the interface layers rela-
tive to the lower and upper slabs. For example, the pure Si
layer interface structure containing Si in the top site at the
N-terminated lower slab, and the hcp site of the Ti-
terminated upper slab, is called “top-hcp-Si.” Similarly, the
SiN interface structure containing Si atoms on top of the N
atoms of the N-terminated lower slab, and N atoms of the
interface layer on the top sites of the Ti-terminated upper
slab, is called “top-top-SiN,” and so on. Thus, with these
three types of simple interfaces, with 16 possible configura-
tions for each, it amounts to the consideration of 48 different
structures. We note that although the pure Si and TiSi layer
interface structures are not suggested by experiment �but
rather one such that the SiN layer interface yields a N-Si-N
environment as indicated by XPS studies9�, we still consider
them theoretically for interest and completeness. It will be
shown, in fact, that such structures become favorable under
certain conditions.

TABLE III. Calculated interlayer distances, dij �in Å�, for the N- and Ti-terminated TiN�111� surfaces.
Values in parenthesis give the percentage deviation to the bulk interlayer spacing. All values are in angstroms.
The experimental value of the interlayer spacing is 1.224 Å.

Ti-terminated
Å �%�

Ref. 47
Å �%�

N-terminated
Å �%�

Ref. 47
Å �%�

d12 1.082 �−12.0� 1.106 �−10.0� 0.787 �−36.0� 0.754 �−39.0�
d23 1.252 �1.8� 1.238 �0.7� 1.517 �23.4� 1.555 �26.5�
d34 1.248 �1.5� 1.269 �3.0� 1.142 �−7.0� 1.125 �−8.5�
d45 1.236 �0.5� 1.282 �4.0� 1.235 �0.4� 1.187 �−3.4�
d56 1.221 �−0.7� 1.217 �−1�
Bulk �theory� 1.230 1.229 1.230 1.229

FIG. 4. �Color online� Left: Si atom partial DOS for the various
adsorption sites on the N-terminated TiN�111� surface. Right: cor-
responding results for the N atoms bonded to the Si atoms. The dark
gray regions correspond to s states and the light gray regions p
states.
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2. Interfaces based on Si3N4

We also consider more complex interface geometries,
which are based on the bulk phases of Si3N4. In particular,

we place one layer of �101̄0� �-, �101̄0� �-, and �111� �
-Si3N4 between the two 10-layer TiN�111� slabs. We call
these structures �-, �- and �-like interfaces. As before, the
interface side of the lower TiN slab is terminated by N atoms
and the interface side of the upper TiN slab is terminated by
Ti atoms. In each of the �-, �-, and �-like interfaces, we
keep the nitrogen atoms of the lower N-terminated slab in
the regular hexagonal lattice of the TiN�111� plane. These N
atoms will be shared by titanium �of the TiN slab� and sili-
con atoms of the interface. The silicon atoms and nitrogen
atoms in the interface layer�s� are strictly distributed in the
bulk Si3N4 positions. The atomic arrangement of the �-, �-
and �-like interfaces are shown in Figs. 5�a�–5�c�, respec-
tively. In each case, image �i� shows a top view of
N-terminated TiN�111�, i.e., of the lower slab, where the unit
cell �parallel to the interface� is indicated; image �ii� shows
how the atoms of the respective Si3N4 layer are arranged in
the unit cell with respect to N-terminated TiN�111�, and im-
age �iii� shows a side view of the interface system. The lat-
eral unit cell of the �-like interface corresponds to a �2
	3�-TiN�111� cell, where there are 148 atoms in the system.
The �- and �-like interfaces correspond to �1	3� and �2
	2�TiN�111� cells, respectively, where there are 74 and 94
atoms in the system. We keep the lateral lattice constant fixed
at that of TiN, which results in a mismatch of the �-, �-, and
�-like interfaces of 5.9% �x direction� and 4.9% �y direc-
tion�; 2.7% �x direction� and 5.9% �y direction�; 4.9% �x
direction� and 8.3% �y direction�, respectively. For all cases,
the lateral TiN�111� cells are larger than the corresponding
ideal Si3N4 cells, i.e., the �-, �-, and �-like interfaces are
under tensile strain compared to the corresponding bulk �-,
�-, and �-Si3N4-like structures. The thickness of the �-, �-,
and �-Si3N4-like interfaces shown in Fig. 5 is about 6.72,
6.50, and 4.52 Å, respectively. We recall that the experimen-
tally reported thickness, as mentioned in the Introduction, is
3–5 Å.

In addition to these Si3N4-based interfaces, which contain
a complete Si3N4 layer, we also consider thinner Si3N4 de-
rived layers. Specifically, for the �-like interface, the center
N-layer �indicated by c in Fig. 5�b�� could replace either of
the N-layers labeled a or d giving rise to �-like Si2N3 and
�-like Si4N5 films of 2.24 and 4.26 Å thickness, respectively.
We do not consider the interface resulting where the N-layer
labeled b replaces either a or d, since the N-atoms in this
layer are not distributed hexagonally and hence would yield
a bonding quite different to in either bulk TiN or Si3N4,
which we expect to be unfavorable. For the �-like interface,
the center N-layer �see Fig. 5�c�, label b� could be shared
with the Ti atoms, i.e., could replace either of the N-layers
labeled a or c, to yield two �-like Si3N4 films of 2.09 and
2.43 Å, respectively. Since the Si atoms in �-like Si3N4 films
with 2.09 Å are sixfold coordinated to the surrounding N
atoms, we call it “�-like Si3N4�6�,” and the Si atoms in the
2.43 Å films are fourfold coordinated to the surrounding N
atoms; this is thus labeled “�-like Si3N4�4�.” For the �-like

interface, only a complete �periodic� �-Si3N4�101̄0� layer
will yield an interface where all Ti, N, and Si atoms are
coordinated to their neighbors as in bulk TiN and �-Si3N4,
thus we do not consider thinner �-like structures as we ex-
pect they will be less favorable.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Atomic structures of the Si3N4-like inter-
face structures. �i� Top view of the N-terminated TiN�111� �lower�
slab showing the unit cell of the interface system, �ii� top view
showing the relative positions of the atoms of the �a� �2	3� �

-Si3N4�101̄0�, �b� �1	3��-Si3N4�101̄0�, and �c� �2	2��
-Si3N4�111� layers, relative to the N atoms of the N-terminated
TiN�111� �lower� slab, �iii� side view of the �-, �-, and �-like
interfaces. Nitrogen, silicon, and titanium atoms are indicated by
small, large white �or hatched�, and large gray circles, respectively.
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B. Interfacial formation energy

Before discussing the resulting interface formation ener-
gies, we explain, in more detail, our choice of the silicon
chemical potential, �Si. In order to have a realistic estimate
of the formation energy, we must determine �Si from the
most stable phase for a given value of the nitrogen �or cor-
responding titanium� chemical potential. From Fig. 6 it can
be seen that for N-rich conditions ��N=1/2EN2

� the lowest
energy �Si is obtained from bulk �-Si3N4. For increasingly
less N-rich conditions, �Si as determined this way decreases
and at �N=−1.87 eV, �Si obtained from bulk �c49� TiSi2 is
equivalent. For increasingly more N-poor conditions �more
negative values of �N�, �Si is lowest when obtain from bulk
TiSi2. For all values of the nitrogen chemical potential, �Si
as obtained from bulk silicon, is never the lowest energy.
Thus, in evaluating the formation energies as a function of
�N, we use the values of �Si indicated by the bold lines in
Fig. 6.

Selected interface formation energies are listed in Table
IV, and the formation energies of all 55 considered structures
�except those that lie off the scale� are plotted in Fig. 7 as a
function of the nitrogen chemical potential. It can be seen
from Fig. 7 that the �-derived �1	3�-Si2N3 configuration
�see Fig. 8�b�� is the energetically most favorable for
nitrogen-rich conditions. Interestingly, in this fully relaxed
structure, both the Si and Ti atoms are tetrahedrally coordi-

nated, while in bulk TiN, the Ti atoms bonds to six N atoms,
i.e., are octahedrally coordinated. The �-like Si3N4�4� struc-
ture shown in Fig. 8�c� should also be mentioned since it is
the second most stable configuration for N-rich conditions. It
is interesting to note that both these configurations contain
only tetrahedrally N-coordinated Si and Ti atoms at the in-
terface. This may be related to the fact that both the �- and
�-Si3N4 phases, where the Si atoms are tetrahedrally N co-
ordinated, are more stable than the �-Si3N4 phase, which
also contains some Si atoms that are sixfold �octahedrally� N
coordinated. The reason then that the �-like Si3N4�4� inter-
face �with only tetrahedrally N-coordinated Si� is less favor-
able may be related to the larger lattice mismatch as com-
pared to the �-like Si2N3 structure, as described earlier.

For more N-poor conditions, Fig. 7 shows that the �1
	1� top-hcp-Si interface structure �Fig. 8�d�� becomes most
stable, but only for a very small range of the nitrogen chemi-
cal potential, i.e., �N=−1.25 to −1.32 eV. For �N�
−1.32 eV, the Ti-Si-Ti bonded interface ��1	1� hcp-fcc
-TiN� is favorable. This structure is illustrated in Fig. 8�e�.
The interface structure displayed in Fig. 8�a� ��1	1�top
-top-SiN� involving a N-Si-N bonding configuration is also
low in energy for a value of the nitrogen chemical potential
around −1.25 eV, where all five interface structures are prac-
tically degenerate.

FIG. 6. The silicon chemical potential �Si vs the nitrogen
chemical potential, �N, as obtained from bulk silicon �dashed line�,
from �c49� TiSi2 and �-Si3N4 as labeled. The nitrogen chemical
potential is given with respect to half the total energy of the N2

molecule, and the silicon chemical potential is given with respect to
the total energy of a Si atom in bulk.

TABLE IV. Selected formation energies. Values are in electron volts per square angstrom and in brackets,
electron volts per �1	1�-TiN�111� unit cell. The lowest energies are indicated in bold type.

Configurations Ef for N-poor Ef for �N=−1.87 eV Ef for N-rich

top-top-SiN 0.504 �5.598� 0.196 �2.177� 0.274 �3.044�
top-hcp-Si 0.219 �2.433� 0.116 �1.288� 0.432 �4.799�
hcp-fcc-TiSi −0.055 �−0.611� 0.047 �0.522� 0.601 �6.677�
�-like Si3N4 1.168 �12.974� 0.414 �4.599� 0.414 �4.599�
�-like Si3N4 1.117 �12.407� 0.363 �4.032� 0.363 �4.032�
�-like Si3N4 0.909 �10.097� 0.344 �3.821� 0.344 �3.821�
�-like Si2N3 0.503 �5.587� 0.229 �2.544� 0.202 �2.244�
�-like Si3N4�4� 0.505 �5.609� 0.222 �2.466� 0.222 �2.466�

FIG. 7. �Color online� Interface formation energies as a function
of the nitrogen chemical potential �N for all considered configura-
tions. The lowest energy structures are labeled. The nitrogen chemi-
cal potential has been correlated with the pressure for two selected
temperatures of 600 and 1000 K �cf. Eq. 6�.
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It is informative to correlate the N-chemical potential to
its dependence on the N2 gas pressure and temperature
through the expression,

�N�T,pN2
� =

1

2
�EN2

total + �̃N�T,p0� + kBT ln	 pN2

p0 
 , �4�

as obtained by manipulation of the ideal gas equations.49

Here pN2
is the nitrogen pressure, p0 corresponds to atmo-

spheric pressure, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. The tem-
perature dependence of �̃N�T , p0� in the standard state
�1 atm�, which describes the contribution from rotations and
vibrations of the molecule, is taken from the tabulated ther-
modynamic data.50 In Fig. 7, the resulting pressure variation
for the range of the nitrogen chemical potential for two se-
lected temperatures is given. With this, we can then consider
the experimental conditions under which the nanocomposites
are created and see which interface structure has the lowest
predicted energy. Before doing so, we first consider the mag-
nitude of vibrational and entropic contributions to the free
energies of formation. We do this for the most favorable
�-like Si2N3-interface. We require the vibrational frequen-
cies, �i, for this interface and the reference, 20-layer
TiN�111� slab. This is obtained by constructing and diago-
nalizing the dynamical matrix, and then using

Evib�T,�� =
1

�2�3�
i

1

2
� �i + kBT ln�1 − exp	−

��i

kBT

 ,

�5�

where kB is the Boltzman constant. The contribution is plot-
ted in Fig. 9 where to compare to the interface formation
energy in electron volts per square angstrom, the energy is
divided by the corresponding interface area. It can be seen
for temperatures right up to 1000 K, the value is very small
and thus will not affect the relative stability of the various
interface structures.

In the studies of Meng et al.,51 a hardness enhancement
was not found for the nc-TiN/a-Si3N4 nanocomposites, in
contrast to the results of Veprek and Reiprich5 and Veprek et
al.13 Here, the measured hardness was found to be �32 GPa
and to vary smoothly with the Si composition, rather than

exhibiting a peak for a very thin Si layer �3–4 Å�. These
experiments employed Ar and N2 gas input flows fixed at
10/1.1 with the total pressure kept at �1.8 mTorr during all
depositions. This implies a N2 partial pressure of
0.178 mTorr �or 2.34	10−7 atm.�. The measured substrate
temperature was approximately 250 °C �523 K�. From Fig.
7, it can be seen that at this pressure and temperature, the
lowest energy interface is the �-like Si2N3 structure. The
transition to the hcp-fcc-TiSi structure occurs at about
10−10 atm at 600 K; at the slightly lower temperature of
523 K, the N2 gas pressure at which this transition is pre-
dicted to occur will be even smaller. In comparison, the ex-
periments of Veprek et al.,13 reporting the hardness enhance-
ment, employ notably higher temperatures �i.e., �500 °C or
773 K� and an N2 pressure of the order of 0.1 mbar �around
10−4 atm.�. From Fig. 7, these conditions would also predict
the lowest energy interface is the �-like Si2N3 structure, but
the corresponding N-chemical potential lies closer to that at
which the transition to the Ti-Si-N �and Ti-Si-Ti� interfaces
are more stable. This suggests that on purely thermodynamic
considerations, the same structures should be achievable un-
der the respective experimental conditions. Kinetic limita-
tions, however, for atomic rearrangements, may actually pre-
vent the realization of the lowest energy interface structure
being realized for the study of Meng et al.51 carried out at
250 °C �523 K�. In this respect, from a study on the spinodal
nature of the phase segregation, and formation of stable
nanostructures, in the Ti-Si-N system, Zhang and Veprek52

conclude that “kinetic constraints, such as deposition tem-
peratures of less than 300 °C and low nitrogen pressures �al-
though within the range where the stoichiometric TiN and
Si3N4 structures should be fully spinodal�, will kinetically
hinder the system to reach the thermodynamically driven
equilibrium.” Thus, the conflicting results described above,
could be due to the formation of different interface struc-
tures. Alternatively, the difference could have another cause,
namely, oxygen contamination, as suggested recently in
Refs. 13 and 14. Figure 7 also shows that at high tempera-
tures �e.g., 600–700 °C or 873–973 K� and low nitrogen
pressures �e.g., �10−4 or 10−5 atm� interfaces involving Ti
-Si-Ti bonding at the interface become favorable.

FIG. 8. �Color online� The interfaces which have the lowest
formation energies: �a� �1	1� top-top-SiN, �b� �-like �1	3�
-Si2N3, �c� �-like �2	2�-Si3N4�4�, �d� �1	1� top-hcp-Si, and �e�
�1	1� hcp-fcc-TiSi. Small dark, large gray, and white circles rep-
resent N, Ti, and Si atoms, respectively. Selected interlayer dis-
tances are given in angstroms.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Vibrational contribution to the free en-
ergy of interface formation �full curve�, and the contributions from
the reference TiN�111� slab �dot-dashed curve� and the �-like
Si2N3-interface �dashed curve�.
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C. Electronic structure

The PDOS for the N atoms and Si atoms of the �-like
Si2N3 interface �Fig. 8�b�� are shown in Fig. 10. In contrast
to the PDOS for bulk �-Si3N4 �Fig. 11�, which show that the
material is insulating with a band gap of about 4 eV, the
interface system is metallic with Si and N p states at the
Fermi level. This is due to Si-3p–N-2p hybridization, where

the N atoms are also hybridized with the Ti atoms, which
have a significant 3d PDOS at the Fermi level.45 In Fig. 12,
a cross section of the valence electron density is shown
where the two tetrahedrally coordinated Si atoms can be
seen.

We recall that it was proposed that the local Si bonding
geometry in the nc-TiN/a-Si3N4 was similar to that in bulk
�-Si3N4 on the basis that the Si-2p core level was at a simi-
lar energy in each system. It is therefore interesting to com-
pare the calculated Si-2p position of the various low-energy
interface structures with that determined for bulk �-Si3N4.
We obtain the following relative differences: For the ener-
getically favorable �-like Si2N3 interface system, the Si-2p
state is 1.1 eV higher �less negative� in energy; for the top
-top-SiN interface system, which also involves tetrahedrally
N-bonded Si, it is 0.4 eV higher in energy; for the �-like
Si3N4 interface, the value is 1.4 eV higher in energy; and for
the top-hcp-Si interface system �involving N-Si-Ti bonding�,
the deviation becomes larger, namely, 1.8 eV higher in en-
ergy; and for the interface structure hcp-fcc-TiSi �which in-
volves Ti-Si-Ti bonding� and is predicted most favorable for
N-poor conditions, the deviation becomes larger still, i.e.,
2.3 eV. Thus, we have the trend that the more Si-Ti bonds
involved, the greater the deviation to the Si-2p state in bulk
�-Si3N4 �as would be expected�. Coming back to the experi-
mental results, the bulk Si3N4 Si-2p state is at −102.2 eV
�Ref. 54� while in the nanocomposites it is −101.7, i.e.,
0.6 eV higher in energy. This deviation is closest to those
found theoretically for the structures involving only
N-coordinated Si, as described above. This shift to higher
energy is consistent with the Si atom of the interface region
being in a more negative electronic environment compared
to in bulk �-Si3N4. The experimental value of the Si-2p state
in TiSi2 is at −99.3 eV,55 a deviation of 2.4 eV as compared
to bulk �-Si3N4. This relative deviation is very similar to that
found for the Si atom of the hcp-fcc-TiSi interface as men-
tioned above, with a difference of 2.3 eV.

Considering the �-like Si2N3 interface favored under
nitrogen-rich conditions, the single N-Si bond of Si to the
lower N-terminated slab is shorter �1.706 and 1.715 Å� as
compared to the average distance in bulk �-Si3N4 �1.74 Å�.
This suggests a stronger N-Si bond, which is found to be the
case from calculation of the work of separation53 for break-
ing the single Si-N bonds in the �-like Si2N3. Namely, it is

larger than for the corresponding bonds of the �101̄0� ori-

FIG. 10. �Color online� Atom partial DOS of various atoms �as
labeled� of the favorable �1	3�-TiN�111� /�-Si2N3/TiN�111� in-
terface �Fig. 8�b��. The dark gray regions correspond to s-states and
the light gray regions p-states.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Partial DOS for the N and Si atoms of
�-Si3N4. The dark gray regions correspond to s-states and the light
gray regions p-states.

FIG. 12. �Color online� Electron charge density of the �-like
�1	3�-Si2N3 interface. The first contour line is at 0.01 e Bohr−3

with a spacing of 2.154 e Bohr−3. The cross-section plane passes
through the center of the Si-N bond in the right of the plot, and
through the lower N atom to the left of the plot.
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ented bulk �-Si3N4 system �0.219 eV/Å2 vs 0.199 eV/Å2�.
This may be a factor contributing to the observed hardness
enhancement in the nanocomposites.

V. CONCLUSION

We performed extensive first-principles DFT calculations
using DMol3 in order to help shed light on the atomic struc-
ture and associated physical properties of superhard nc
-TiN/a-Si3N4 nanocomposites. For the three �, �, and �
phases of bulk Si3N4, we calculated the optimized atomic
structure, bulk modulus, and heat of formation, which are in
excellent agreement with available experimental results.
With the aim of elucidating the atomic structure of the
TiN�111� /SixNyTiN�111� interfaces, we considered 55 pos-
sible configurations. For nitrogen-rich conditions a so-called
�-like �1	3� Si2N3 structure involving tetrahedral N-Si-N
bonding is most favorable, while for nitrogen-poor condi-
tions a �1	1�-TiSi structure is preferred involving octahe-
dral Ti-Si-Ti bonding. For the interface structure predicted
under nitrogen-rich conditions �involving tetrahedrally
purely N-coordinated Si�, the work of separation of such
interfaces is slightly greater than for the corresponding value
from bulk �-Si3N4. This, together with the specific crystal-
lographic orientation of interface may be factors contributing

to the observed hardness enhancement in the nanocompos-
ites.

By correlating the nitrogen chemical potential with the
pressure and temperature of N2 gas, considering only ther-
modynamics, it appears that most experiments are performed
under conditions where the �-like Si2N3 interface is pre-
dicted to be favorable, but still could be close to where the
transition from to the hcp-fcc-TiSi interface structure occurs.
Kinetic hindering effects for the experimental systems will
clearly play an important role if too low temperatures are
employed and may prevent the formation of the structure
predicted purely on thermodynamic grounds. Some of the
deviations in the reported hardnesses of the N-Si-Ti films
could be attributed to this, in that the atomic structure of the
interface may be different, and not that which is thermody-
namically most stable. Another possibility is that oxygen im-
purities play a role, and we will investigate this in a forth-
coming publication.
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